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NEGIS shear margin radio-echo sounding signature
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NEGIS shear margin radio-echo sounding signature
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Images from Castelletti et al. (2018), 
theory from Holschuh et al. (2014)



NEGIS shear margin radio-echo sounding signature
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Find the signature - find a shear margin - find an ice stream
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Find the signature - find a shear margin
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Found the signature - found an ice stream?
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Found the signature - found an ice stream?
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Similarity in the radar signature -upstream
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passive setting                 NEGIS - active setting



Similarity in the radar signature - downstream

source: CReSIS

source: AWI
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passive setting                 NEGIS - active setting
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Similarity in the spatial pattern
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Ice-stream signature but no ice stream

ice flow
velocity

ice flow
velocity gradient









● Temporal variability
NEGIS-style ice streams come and go?

● Switching off here - switching on there?
reorganization of far-inland reaching ice flow 
due to a change in ice-sheet geometry?

● Another very exceptional GHF?
unlikely that a second hot spot activated this 
ice stream

● Signature in the velocity gradient
A reactivation?
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● Temporal variability
NEGIS-style ice streams come and go?

● Switching off here - switching on there?
reorganization of far-inland reaching ice flow 
due to a change in ice-sheet geometry?

● Another very exceptional GHF?
unlikely that a second hot spot activated this 
ice stream

● Signature in the 
velocity gradient
Deactivated recently
or indication of
 reactivation?
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